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Ride, don’t walk
The road to technological knowledge and experience is challenging, and the paths today are
littered with signs advising educators about the most advantageous routes to success. From
superintendents to teachers to students, the highways paved following the acquisition of TETRIX® MAX
or TETRIX PRIME Building Systems offer smooth and eventful trips through robotics. The variety of
possible creations through student experimentation and the affordable cost of the robotics building
systems lead to rides that have a variety of possible conclusions. Success in the end will be measured by
the creative obstacles overcome through the vision of leadership, the direction of instructors, and the
creative nature of students. Pitsco’s TETRIX Building Systems feature parts of the highest quality, as
well as sturdy and durable gears and drive motors that are fast and have high torque abilities. This original
metal building system is already the kit of choice for many classrooms, enabling students to create
functional, mechanical, hands-on innovations. Should your roadways be economically challenged, the
following grants might be within walking distance.

Caterpillar Foundation
The Caterpillar Foundation champions programs that support education, the environment, and
basic human needs.
More: http://www.caterpillar.com/en/company/caterpillar-foundation.html

Weingart Foundation
The Weingart Foundation is designed to improve the capacity and sustainability of nonprofit
organizations to achieve their missions in the areas of health, human services, and education.
More: http://www.weingartfnd.org/

John Templeton Foundation
Templeton’s core funding areas are mathematics, physical science, and human science.
More: http://www.templeton.org/what-we-fund/core-funding-areas
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Intel Foundation
Intel supports local schools, nonprofits, and educational math- and science-based programs.
More: http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/corporate-responsibility/intel-invests-in-ourcommunities.html

Wege Foundation
Five areas of interest for the Wege Foundation are the environment, education, arts and culture,
human services, and health care.
More: http://www.wegefoundation.com/education/

Teacher’s Pet

(grant tip geared specifically toward teachers’ smaller projects)

Bezos Family Foundation
The Bezos family seeks to elevate the field of education and improve life outcomes
for children.
More: http://www.bezosfamilyfoundation.org/
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